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Molecular dynamics study of response of liquid N,N-dimethylformamide
to externally applied electric field using a polarizable force field
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(Received 14 October 2013; accepted 30 December 2013; published online 23 January 2014)

The behavior of Liquid N,N-dimethylformamide subjected to a wide range of externally applied
electric fields (from 0.001 V/nm to 1 V/nm) has been investigated through molecular dynamics sim-
ulation. To approach the objective the AMOEBA polarizable force field was extended to include the
interaction of the external electric field with atomic partial charges and the contribution to the atomic
polarization. The simulation results were evaluated with quantum mechanical calculations. The re-
sults from the present force field for the liquid at normal conditions were compared with the experi-
mental and molecular dynamics results with non-polarizable and other polarizable force fields. The
uniform external electric fields of higher than 0.01 V/nm have a significant effect on the structure of
the liquid, which exhibits a variation in numerous properties, including molecular polarization, local
cluster structure, rotation, alignment, energetics, and bulk thermodynamic and structural properties.
© 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861893]

I. INTRODUCTION

N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) is a commonly used sol-
vent and in applications, such as electrospinning1 and elec-
tric field assisted assembly of nanomaterials,2, 3 it works under
an externally applied electric or magnetic field, for example,
for electrospinning with needle spinnerets an electric field of
about more than 0.01 V/nm at the tip of the needles is gen-
erally used. In these processes, the external electric and mag-
netic fields show significant influence on the intermolecular
interaction4 and, as a results, affect the structure and proper-
ties of the liquid. The experimental studies on the influence of
external electric field have been limited to the examination of
the process and the properties of final products, because of the
difficulties in physically measuring the properties of the solu-
tion as the external field is presented. For example, the elec-
trostatic properties of a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and
N,N-dimethylformamide electrospinning solution depend on
electric field intensity and polarity electric field, whereas the
dependence was only presented by the process.5 With the ap-
plied electric field increasing, the diameter of the electrospun
fibers gradually decreased.6 The electrical conductivity and
viscosity of DMF solutions were measured under the condi-
tions only without external fields and it was found that DMF
induced strong elongation force during the electrospinning
process due to its strong polarization.7

Computer simulations present a strong capability to anal-
yse the properties of materials under extreme conditions at
molecular level, providing a direct route from microscopic
details of a specified micro- or nano-system to macroscopic
properties of experimental interest. The dependence of the
structural and electrical properties of the DMF liquid and its
solutions on intermolecular interactions,8 as well as the rela-
tions between the structures and thermodynamic and transport
properties, has been widely studied through computer simu-

lation. Most of these studies were under normal conditions.
To the best of our knowledge, the intermolecular interaction
in liquid DMF under external electric fields and its corre-
sponding structure from molecular dynamics (MD) calcula-
tions have not been published yet. However, this is important
to understand the behavior of DMF liquid in order to facili-
tate the better use of external electric fields and design of the
nano-device.

The reliability of MD simulation results for liquids de-
pends crucially on the accuracy of the intermolecular poten-
tial used. Several all-atom force fields and united-atom force
fields have been proposed for liquid DMF, such as the five-site
pairwise additive potential (OPLS)9–11 and the six-site opti-
mized potential (OPLS).8, 12, 13 An quantum chemical poten-
tial was produced for six interaction centers of liquid DMF
by means of ab initio calculations where the SCF interaction
energies were obtained using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set of the
Gaussian 98 program.14 It should be noted that the five- and
six-site OPLS models are based on the experimental conclu-
sion that DMF has no H-bonding possibility in pure liquid
phase, even though an energy of 23.45 KJ/mol for hydrogen
bond (-HC=O· · ·HC=O) in liquid DMF was calculated from
the vaporization enthalpy.15

As a primary solvent, DMF is generally mixed with other
solutions, such as polystyrene (PS)16 and polyacrylonitrile
(PAN)17 in electrospinning, or used together with other sol-
vents, such as water, chloroform, and dichloromethane. In this
case, hydrogen bonding may be important18 in the intermolec-
ular interactions and all-atom force fields are required. An
all-atom force field, OPLS-AA, was developed for organic
molecules and peptides field.19 For amides, the Lennard-
Jones parameters for the CONH group and the charges for the
CO unit were taken from OPLS, while the charges on nitrogen
and the attached hydrogen were tuned. For DMF molecules,
a modification of OPLS-AA was the Lennard-Jones
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parameters of carbon on methyl groups. With this modifica-
tion H-bonds were found between DMF-water,20, 21 however,
it was not tested with pure DMF.

The additive force fields with Lennard-Jones potential
or other simple functions have shown reasonable accuracy in
treating hydrogen bonding under normal conditions. The exis-
tence of weak hydrogen bond (–H–C=O· · ·HC=O) in liquid
DMF was concluded based on a small positive charge on the
hydrogen atom.9, 19 Reliability of the OPLS and OPLS-AA
potentials has been tested, showing that the fixed charge force
fields can well reproduce many of the structural, thermody-
namic, and transport properties of organic molecules, includ-
ing DMF. However, two key points to be noted during elec-
trospinning are the polarization of molecules and the accu-
mulation of net charges on the molecules. It was found more
net charge is accumulated in the molecules in contact with
and close to the positive electric pole plate, particularly when
high electrostatic field is applied, affecting the spinnability of
a PVDF/DMF solution.5 The fixed atomic point charge force
fields show their incapability of representing the electrostatic
potential around molecules and of accurately calculating in-
termolecular forces.

When an external electric field is applied, one first notes
the deformation of molecule geometry and local order in
the liquid caused by the interaction of the field with the
charged atoms. This has been included into most MD pack-
ages. Another important response to the externally applied
electric field is electric polarization. This response results in
molecule deformation through the distortion of the electron
density (i.e., the so-called inertia-less polarization) and the
displacement of atomic nuclei (i.e., the inertial polarization).
In molecular dynamics simulation, this effect has generally
been treated by the introduction of an atomic polarization
term in response to the redistribution of the electronic den-
sity, while the molecule geometry is held frozen.

Various polarization models have been discussed in
details22–24 and the polarizability of atoms and molecules in
electric fields has been reported.25 The most common meth-
ods to treat polarization include induced dipoles,22, 26–31 fluc-
tuating charges,32–35 and Drude oscillators.36, 37

The polarizabilities of atoms of DMF and other amides
can be found in an early publication.38 The polarizabil-
ities developed by Applequist38 were used for liquid N-
methylacetamide and its aqueous solution by Caldwell and
Kollman.30 The additive model atomic partial charges being
the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges were de-
termined using the 6-31G∗ basis set in Gaussian, and the
force field parameters for the additive model were calcu-
lated based on the Cornell et al. force field.26 A multicen-
tre multipole expansion (MME) charge distribution over the
atoms in molecules and polarizabilities were used in the non-
empirical molecular orbital (NEMO) potential and tested with
liquid formamide, where the molecular dipole moment and
polarizabilities are scaled using rations of the values obtained
from the second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) and the SCF
calculations.39

A polarizable intermolecular potential function (PIPF)
for the simulation of liquid amides was developed by intro-
ducing a nonadditive polarization term and the empirical pa-

rameters were optimized through Monte Carlo simulations of
liquid formamide, N-methylacetamide, N-methylformamide,
and N,N-dimethylformamide.40 The induced dipole model
(PIPF) was introduced into CHARMMA and its applications
to liquid amides, including formamide, N-methylacetamide,
and N-methylformamide, and N,N-dimethylformamide was
discussed.41 Comparison of the PIPF and OPLS showed that
they predicted similar thermodynamic and structural proper-
ties of liquid DMF under normal conditions.8 Currently there
is little study to test its reliability in predicting the physical
properties and structure of amides and other molecules under
strong external field, although the main advantage of the PIPF
model over fixed point charge models, OPLS and OPLS-AA,
to be claimed is its ability to provide information about the
polarization effects among the molecules in liquid systems.

Another polarizable force field that includes those param-
eters for various amides is the AMOEBA (Atomic Multipole
Optimized Energetics for Biomolecular Applications).42–46

Comparison of the results for a large set of amino acids un-
der normal conditions showed that the polarizable force fields
were more accurate than the fixed charge models.47 The force
field considers the monopole (charge), dipole, and quadrupole
moments at each atomic center, and the induced dipole mo-
ment at each polarizable atomic site is only submitted to the
permanent atomic multipoles. The contribution of externally
applied electric field was not included. The AMOEBA force
field uses Thole’s interactive induction model to treat the
polarization effects and a damping scheme is employed for
atoms at very short distance to avoid the so-called polariza-
tion catastrophe. This approach could be very important with
respect to the convergence of the polarization energy, when
an extreme high external electric field is imposed on atoms.

In the present work, the AMOEBA force field is extended
to include the effect of externally applied electric field; that
is, in addition to the bonded and nonbonded terms in the
AMOEBA, the interactions of atoms with the external elec-
tric field due to atomic partial charge and polarization are also
taken into account into the potential. With the modified force
field, the thermodynamics properties and structure of pure liq-
uid DMF under a wide range of liquid-external uniform elec-
tric fields (0.001 V/nm to 1 V/nm) are investigated. The ef-
fect of external electric field on molecular structure and in-
termolecular interaction is determined by analysing the vari-
ations of induced dipole and various energy components. The
structure of liquid DMF under different external electric fields
is characterized by its local molecule order and molecule
orientation.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

The molecular dynamics simulations are run in the NPT
ensemble consisting of 128 DMF molecules placed in a box
with periodic boundary conditions at an average temperature
of 300 K and 1 atm. To determine the sensitivity of the re-
sults to system size, the calculation with 256 DMF molecules
at 300 K was performed and yield a value for the total po-
tential energy of each molecule (-Epot) that is only 2.74%
lower than the results obtained from the 128 molecule system.
Further computation to demonstrate the reliability of the
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obtained results from the 128 DMF system was not under-
taken, however the MD results have provided no evidence
to suggest that use of 128 molecules is inadequate. A sum-
mary of MD simulations with 64, 128, 256, and 500 DMF
molecules at 298 K and 372 K using different force fields8

shows a low error between the different systems in the predic-
tion of the thermodynamic properties and the bulk properties
of DMF liquid, for instance, less than 3% for total potential
energy and 0.2% for molar volume, and the error is greatly
attributed to the force fields.

The configuration of the liquid phase for property calcu-
lation was generated by a NPT dynamics simulation of 2 ns
on an initial box with a lower density (0.9 g/cm3) than the
experimental value. In the dynamics simulation, the lengths
of the periodic box along all axes (x, y, and z) were allowed
to change and the results showed that the obvious shrinkage
of the box, or the change of mean liquid density of 0.1 ps,
occurred in the first 50 ps. The obtained liquid phase from
such a long time (2 ns) NPT calculation then has a compara-
ble density (0.959 ± 0.006 g/cm3 at 300 K) to the experiments
(0.949 g/cm38 and 0.944 g/cm348 at 298 K). Another 1 ns dy-
namics simulation was performed to calculate the properties
of the system without external electric field.

The dynamics simulations were successively performed
for the systems under constant uniform external electric fields
of 0.001 V/nm, 0.01 V/nm, 0.1 V/nm, and 1 V/nm. In other
words, the system resulted from the lower electric field was
used as initial liquid structure for the simulation of higher
electric field. Each external electric field was imposed for
1.2 ns. The first 1 ns was for the system to reach an equilib-
rium, the rest to calculate the properties of the system. More
detailed information is included in Sec. III.

The constant uniform external electric field, Ee, is applied
in the z-direction throughout the entire simulation periodic
cell. This gives a constant force, qi · Ee, on all the charges in
the system, regardless of their position, where qi is the charge
of the ith atom. The atom charges of DMF molecules are from
the AMOEBA09 and are fixed; that is, there is no net charge
on each molecule. Therefore, electrophoresis does not occur,
even for the case of the highest external electric field. The net
force on the entire system due to the uniform electric field
would be very small.

The polarization of the atom, i, in the system is attributed
to the total electric field at its nuclear position, which in-
cludes the field, Ed

i , generated directly by all other sites, j,
and the constant external electric field, Ee. The determina-
tion of Ed

i has been discussed in details,43, 44 which arises
from the permanent multipoles, Mj, and the induced dipoles
μind

j . The multipole is defined at atomic center with a local
reference frame formed by neighboring atoms and composed
of a point monopole (partial charge), qi, a dipole vector, diα

(α = x, y, and z), and a quadrupole tensor, Qiβγ (β, γ = x,
y, and z).45 The permanent atomic multipoles were derived
from ab initio quantum mechanics (QM) calculations using
the distributed multipole analysis (DMA)49 and electrostatic
potential fitting.45, 50 In brief, the procedure of parameteriza-
tion mainly includes the optimization of geometry with QM
at the HF/6-31G∗ level, initial QM single-point calculations
at the MP2/6-311G∗∗ level of theory for electron density ma-

trix and the derivation of initial atomic multipoles from the
matrix using the DMA procedure, the electrostatic potential
calculation for a gird around each molecule at high-level ba-
sis set (MP2/6-311++G(2d, 2p) or MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ), and
the optimization of the initial atomic multipole values by fit-
ting to the grid of electrostatic potentials. The electronic po-
larization is a many-body effect, where the local field pro-
duced by the external electric field, permanent multipoles and
induced dipoles induces a dipole at each polarizable site, and
each induced dipole then updates the field and further polar-
izes other atoms. This can be treated via Thole’s interactive
induction model,51 in which the induced dipole at a site con-
tinues to polarize other sites until the induced dipoles at all
sites achieve convergence. In the present work, the DIRECT
scheme was used for the polarization term. In other words,
only the external electric field and the field produced by per-
manent multipoles were used in the calculation of induced
dipoles and the induced dipoles did not involve into the iter-
ation. The comparison with the simulation including the self-
consistency computation of induced dipoles (mutual dipole
polarization) shows that the DIRECT approach can offer com-
parable results to the “mutual” calculation, but the computa-
tion time is significantly reduced due to the elimination of the
self-consistent treatment of polarization effects. In details, the
DIRECT approach produced a 4% lower total potential en-
ergy and 13% lower polarization energy for the system with-
out external electric field, compared with the mutual dipole
polarization.

The quantum mechanics calculations performed in the
current work show that when an external electric field of more
than 1 V/nm is applied into the system, its contribution could
be up to or more than that of Ed

i . One could note the conver-
gence of the polarization if such a high field is directly ap-
plied into calculation. By default, in order to avoid the “polar-
ization catastrophe” AMOEBA uses a universal polarization
damping factor of a = 0.39, which was determined based on
a fit to water cluster energies43 and can be used for atoms in
small organic molecules and singly charged ions.46 A stronger
damping (a < 0.39) has been suggested to better represent the
electric field around ions.44, 46, 52 In the present work, a lower
damping factor (a = 0.2) was selected, based on the values for
doubly charged cations added to the AMOEBA force field,53

albeit it was found the performances by using the default fac-
tor and the lower one are similar.

The molecular dynamics simulations were performed
with a modified version of the open source Tinker software.54

Particle-mesh Ewald summation method55, 56 was used to treat
the long-range electrostatic interactions for both charge and
polarization with a real-space cutoff radius of 9.0 Å, a grid
size of about 1 Å, and fifth-order B-splines. A cutoff distance
of 12 Å was applied for the vdW potential energy interactions.
The systems were simulated in the NPT ensemble to ensure
the probable change of liquid volume caused by the exter-
nal electric field. Both the temperature and the pressure were
controlled by means of the Berendsen thermostat,57 whereas
a coupling time of 0.1 ps was used for temperature and
1.0 ps for pressure. The motion equations are integrated us-
ing the well-known Velocity Verlet algorithm58 with a 1.0 fs
time step.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Polarization

The presence of an external electric field leads to the
distortion of electron density and the electronic polariza-
tion provides important information about the interaction of
molecules. In the modelling, induced point dipole moment
was calculated at each polarizable atomic site according to the
electric field. Molecular polarization is based on a Thole-style
damped interactive induction model with distributed atomic
polarizabilities. The induction scheme can be found in the
literature.44–46 The dipole moments were calculated for all the
molecules in the system (Table I). It was found that the dipole
moment of the molecules in the condensed phase varies in a
wide range, even though there is no external electric field ap-
plied. The polarization of a molecule greatly relies on its po-
sition and surrounding environment, which is not a surprise
considering that in the interactive atomic dipole induction
scheme the induced dipole at each polarizable site is submit-
ted to the permanent multipoles and induced dipoles of itself
and other atoms, and also considering the difference in the
orientation of molecules with respect to the direction of ex-
ternal electric field being applied to the system. The effect of
the molecular environment, i.e., the field felt by the molecule,
is therefore significant. Experiments have showed that the
dipole moment of DMF in benzene solution changes from
3.84 D at 298 K to 4.06 D at 313K and a combined quantum
mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach
has produced the dipole moments of 3.62 D, 4.05 D, and 5.08
D for DMF in CCl4, CHCl3, and water, respectively.40

There are no direct experimental data that can be used
to validate the polarization of DMF molecule under exter-
nal electric field; comparison of the dipole moments with
those from the QM calculations is therefore important. In the
present work, a DFT method (B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of
theory) and a high-level ab initio method (MP2/aug-cc-pvtz
level) were used. The atomic charges fitted to reproduce the
molecular electrostatic potential were calculated according to
the MK scheme59, 60 to reproduce the dipole moment. The ex-
ternal electric field was imposed in the x-direction. The cal-
culations were performed for DMF monomer with Gaussian
09,61 so that all intramolecular interactions were included in
the calculation. As the atomic multipole electrostatic param-
eters for MD force field have initially been derived from ab
initio calculations and validated by QM calculation, an ex-
cellent agreement between the dipole moments from MD and

TABLE I. Dipole moments (unit: Debye) of DMF molecule and the system
under the influence of external electric field.

Ee (V/nm) 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000

MD (300 K) System 103.175 111.154 298.360 648.666 744.823
Mean 4.561 4.600 4.624 4.947 5.439
Min 3.612 3.619 3.782 3.969 4.308
Max 5.374 5.439 5.696 5.835 6.382

B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 4.296 . . . 4.331 4.634 7.763
MP2/aug-cc-pvtz 4.409 . . . 4.443 4.731 7.727
Exp (gas phase 293 K) 3.820

QM calculations is primarily expected for the system with-
out external electric field after considering that the dipole mo-
ment from MD includes the induction from the system. The
MD results were well validated by the MP2/aug-cc-pvtz cal-
culations, which produced higher dipole moments than the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level for DMF under no and low exter-
nal electric fields and somewhat lower at high external elec-
tric fields. The two QM methods produced approximately the
same impact strength of external electric field on the dipole
moments for all cases. The contribution of local electric field
produced by the permanent and induced multipoles to the po-
larization of a molecule is gradually reduced, as an external
electric field is applied, which induces a significant change
in the electronic density and electrostatic potentials of the
molecule. For this reason and that the variation in dipole mo-
ment from the QM calculations mainly presents the contri-
bution of the external electric field, the dipole moments from
QM are closer to the average values of the MD results at low
external electric field intensities (Ee < 0.1 V/nm) and to max-
imums at high field intensities (Ee > 0.1 V/nm).

Another comparison performed is with the PIPF,40, 41

which calculate dipole moment from the induced moments
determined by the defined polarizabilities and the defined per-
manent charges on the atoms in the liquid, whereas the perma-
nent atomic multipoles in AMOBEA include the monopole
(charge), dipole, and quadrupole moments. Gao et al.40 re-
ported a total dipole moment of 4.93 D for liquid DMF by
using a previous PIPF force field (PIPF-A). In contrast, the
current PIPF gives a total dipole moment of 4.4 D for a liquid
phase composed of 256 DMF molecules at 298 K without the
presence of external electric field,41 which is in good agree-
ment with the present QM (MP2/aug-cc-pvtz level) calcula-
tion and MD results.

The dipole moment magnitudes of all molecules were av-
eraged and used, along with the minimum and maximum val-
ues of the dipole moments, to evaluate the response of po-
larization of molecules in liquid state to the external elec-
tric field (Table I). The difference of them to the dipole mo-
ment of DMF monomer should be attribute to the polariza-
tion of the molecules, which is due to not only the external
electric field but also the permanent multipoles. The mean,
minimum, and maximum show the same influence feature of
the external electric field on the DMF polarization. Clearly,
the effect is great at external electric fields of higher than
0.1 V/nm. The dipole moments of condensed phase are en-
hanced about 10% by 0.1 V/nm and 20% by 1 V/nm, whereas
the average dipole moment in the liquid phase is increased
by only 0.9% and 1.4% in 0.001 V/nm and 0.01 V/nm,
respectively.

B. Change of liquid structure

1. Pair correlation functions

The change of intermolecular structure of the liquid un-
der external electric field is investigated in terms of the pair
correlation functions, gab(r), which represent the ratio of num-
ber density of an atom of molecule b at a distance r from an
atom of molecule a to the average number density of the atom.
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FIG. 1. Site–site (N-X, X denotes each atom in DMF) pair distribution functions of liquid DMF under different electric fields.

The calculation of these functions is performed for atoms to
N, atoms to O and C to C with a correlation distance of 16 Å
and a resolution of 0.1 Å, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Before examining the effect of the external electric field,
the current results for the system at normal conditions were
compared with other models, including by comparing the po-
sitions and heights of the aforementioned correlation func-
tions to those from the different OPLSs8, 10 and PIPF.40, 41 It
was found that there is a good agreement on the characteris-
tics of the depicted functions, considering that the calculations
of the redial distribution functions include the intramolecular
atoms in the MD simulations of Gao et al.40 It is also noted
that the N–N distribution in liquid DMF does not change with
temperature at the normal pressure.

It is interesting to find that the distances between
the molecule centers and between the methyl groups of a
molecule to other molecule centers are not considerably influ-

enced by the external electric field (Fig. 1). The N–N correla-
tion function can be considered as the center of mass (COM-
COM) distribution of the system. It is observed that the po-
sition of the first peak is at 5.5 Å and does not change with
the applied external electric field. The inspection of the data
of first peaks for different external electric fields shows that
the probability of the N–N distance increases when the ex-
ternal electric field is higher than 0.1 V/nm. An obvious in-
crease can be found for the external electric field of 1.0 V/nm
(Fig. 1), which comes with the decrease in the probability of
the distances of less than 4.9 Å, especially, the decrease at
the distances of less than 4.3 Å. This indicates that the distri-
bution of molecules in the liquid phase becomes more regular
when a high-strength uniform external electric field is applied.
The integration of the distribution of the first peak produces
4.08 neighbors for systems at normal conditions and with ap-
plied external electric fields of 0.001 V/nm and 0.01 V/nm,
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FIG. 2. Site–site (C-C and O-X, X denotes each atom in DMF) pair distribution functions of liquid DMF under different electric fields.

4.09 neighbors for the system with 0.1 V/nm external electric
field, and 4.23 neighbors for the system with 1.0 V/nm ex-
ternal electric field. The inspection of the second peak of the
N–N distribution shows the peak position shifting to a larger
distance as the external electric field is imposed, whereas the

location of the overall gab(r) distribution corresponding to the
second peak does not change. This confirms the experimen-
tal results62 and the MD results with other potentials,8 which
show that the DMF molecules tend to form some local orders
at an intermolecular distance of about 5.5 Å, and suggests that
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this structural feature is not influenced by applying external
electric field.

The effect of the external electric field on this liquid
structure is mainly presented by the distribution functions of
O–O, O–C, O–H, and C–C (Fig. 2), which are the periph-
eral intermolecular interactions in the liquid, exhibiting a pro-
nounced first peak at a relatively shorter distance followed
by a higher second peak at ambient temperature and normal
pressure. The application of external electric field reduces the
intensity of the first peaks and, on the other hand, increases
the second peaks of these site-site distributions. When the ex-
ternal electric field is 1.0 V/nm, the first peaks of the O–O and
O–H distribution appear to be very weak and the one of the
O–C distribution disappears. By analysing the second peaks
of O–O and O–C distribution functions it can be found that
both correlations exhibit a similar variation behavior with the
application of external electric field, tending to a shape with
only one intensive peak at the distance (5.9 Å for O–O and of
5.3 Å for O–C) that is approximately the same as the position
of the second peak of their distribution at normal condition
(Ee = 0). Similar to the effect on weakening the first peaks
of O–O and O–C, the external electric field also results in the
variation of the number of the interaction of O–H at a short
distance (2.5 Å). However, compared to the change of the
O–O and O–C distributions, the second peak of the O–H dis-
tribution is not intensified, on the contrary, but weakened.
Note that the first peaks of O–O, O–C, and O–H distribu-
tions are relatively weak in the liquid. Concerning the C–C
distribution, the notable change is the broadening of the sec-
ond peak and the decrease in the distance beyond the second
peak. These behaviors indicate that, in addition to order the
molecules to the specified direction, the external electric field
strengthens the dipolar interactions and reduces the steric ef-
fects among neighboring molecules.

The influence of the external electric field on the methyl
groups shows a different characteristic (Fig. 2). Note that the
C(cis) is the methyl group next to the oxygen atom. It is the
nature of this liquid at normal conditions that the first peak
of the C(trans)-O function is more intense than the first peaks
of the C(cis)-O and the three aforementioned functions (O–
O, O–C, and O–H).8, 14 The present work shows that the first
peak of the O–C(trans) function does not change with the ex-
ternal electric field. One variation that can be observed in the
O–C(trans) function is a new peak appearing at the right-hand
side of the plateau between 7.2 and 9.0 Å when the electric
field is higher than 0.1 V/nm. On the contrary, the first peak
of the O–C(cis) function increases and tends to have a shape
same as the shape of the O–C(trans). This can be explained by
the strong dipole moment and the tendency to form a coplanar
arrangement.

Another notable change is of the O–H distribution. It is
found that the results at normal conditions are somewhat dif-
ferent from the MD results with 6-site OPLS8 and OPLS-AA
potentials.9 They produce first peak height about 1.23–1.30
between 2.6 and 2.9 Å; however, the present MD shows a
first peak at a shorter distance (2.5 Å) with a lower maxi-
mum height (1.02). With the application of external electric
field, the first peak tends to be vanished (Fig. 2). It is also
found that the retained second peak is located at a distance

FIG. 3. The principal axes and dipole moment direction of a DMF molecule.

approximately the same as the location of the O–O distribu-
tion. This is because of the rotation of some molecules along
the dipole moment, by which, to form a local liquid struc-
ture where the planes of two neighboring molecules are nearly
parallel.

The change of the O–H contacts with the external elec-
tric field, together with the O–H(cis+trans) distribution, also
confirms the existence of weak hydrogen interactions between
the oxygen of a hydroxy group with the hydrogen of other
hydroxy groups (–H–O· · ·H–O–) and with the hydrogen of a
methyl group (–H–O· · ·CH3) at normal conditions.15

2. Angle distribution density

The effect of external electric field on the structure of
the DMF liquid was also confirmed by analysing the orien-
tation and alignment of the molecules (Fig. 3). The principal
axes of each molecule were calculated from 100 frames and
the first and third components (MA1 and MA3) were used
to represent the plane and orientation of the molecules, re-
spectively. To confirm the local order in the liquid, a distri-
bution density was thereafter calculated for both the dihedral
angles, θdih, i.e., the angle between the first principal axes of
two neighboring molecules, and the angle between MA3s of
molecules and their neighbors, namely, the orientational an-
gles, θoo (Fig. 4). A distribution density of the molecule ori-
entations with respect to the direction of the external elec-
tric field, θoe (Fig. 5) was also calculated to demonstrate the
configuration of molecules under electric field. In the present
cases, θoe is defined by the angle of the vector MA3 to the x-y
plane of the simulation systems used, as the uniform external
electric field is in the +z direction. Mathematically, the distri-
bution density p(x) is approximated by a set of delta functions
of pi(x) at a value, xi, of the concerned parameter and has
∫xmax

xmin
p (x) dx = 1.

Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that the significant change
of the molecule configuration occurs when an external elec-
tric field of higher than 0.01 V/nm is imposed, under which
the force of the external electric field on some molecules is
comparable to the intermolecular interaction, consequently,
resulting in the rotation of molecules. Considering the site-
site distributions discussed above and the disappearance of
the large orientational angles between molecules under the
external electric fields of higher than 0.01 V/nm, the rotation
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FIG. 4. Distribution densities of angles and dihedral angles between molecules under different external electric fields.

should refer to the molecules in tail-to-tail and head-to-head
dimmer configurations and some molecule clusters.

Under the external electric fields of less than 0.01 V/nm,
the local structure does not change with the electric field
(Fig. 4). Most of the nearest neighbors align with the central
molecule at a dihedral angle of about 55◦–85◦ and an orien-
tational angle of about 50◦–75◦. The integration of the den-
sity yields 4 and 3 neighbor molecules for the two molecule
orderings (θdih = 55◦–85◦ and θoo = 50◦–75◦), respectively.
Note that the close inspection of the local structure of some
molecules reveals that the number of the nearest neighbors of
each inspected molecule is in the range of about 11–12.

Having a dihedral angle of near 0◦ or 180◦ suggests that
the neighboring molecules are in coplanar or parallel-plane
arrangement. Only concerning the dihedral angle and orien-
tational angle distribution densities at normal condition in
Fig. 4, the inclination of the curves to the angles of 0◦ indi-
cates the preferential dimmer configurations and the existence
of some tail-to-head arrangements (θoo→0◦) for nearly copla-
nar configurations (θdih→0◦ and 180◦) and a few tail-to-tail

FIG. 5. Distribution density of molecule orientations to the external electric
field direction. 0◦ denotes the molecule orientation normal to the external
electric field.

arrangement where the dipoles of the neighboring molecules
in chains are oriented in opposite directions (θoo→ 180◦).
The tail-to-tail dimmer configuration can be confirmed by the
O–H distribution in Fig. 2, in which the H atom of one
molecule is in contact with the O atom of another molecule.

With regards to the minimum energy, the tail-to-tail in-
termolecular interaction in the liquid, in which the consti-
tutive molecules have a strong dipole moment, cannot be
energetically stable enough. This has been discussed with
the disappearance of the first peak of the O–H distribution
(Fig. 2). This feature is also confirmed from the orientational-
angle distribution density with the reduction of the maximum
angle of the probable molecular arrangement of 140◦ under
external electric field of 0.1 V/nm to 70◦ under 1.0 V/nm
(Fig. 4).

One important concern in the current work is the strength
of external electric field under which the molecules in the
liquid start to rotate. The MD results show that the strength
should be about 0.01 V/nm (Fig. 5). Closely inspecting
the orientation distribution density of molecules under the
strength shows that the density for angles between 5◦ and 20◦

is reduced. Noting that there is an angle of 170.3◦ between
the molecule orientation and its dipole moment (or 9.7◦ be-
tween the opposite direction of dipole moment and molecule
orientation, -DM–MA3) (Fig. 3), it is easily understood the
rotation of those molecules that has a dipole moment closely
normal to the external electric field, if considering the moment
of forces imposed by the electric field. However, under such a
low external electric field strength, the number of molecules
that can be moved is limited and their rotation would not
have an obvious influence on the local molecule arrangement
(Figs. 2–4).

There is no doubt that the uniform external electric field
has significant effect on the array of dipole molecules. How-
ever, the main concern in this study is to what extent the dif-
ferent external electric fields can influence the liquid DMF
structure. Figure 5 shows that the molecules nearly normal to
the electric field, in specific the molecules of θoe< 20◦, are
rotated by the 0.1 V/nm electric field and all molecules in
the liquid are well arranged by the 1.0 V/nm electric field. A
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TABLE II. Thermodynamic results of liquid DMF under different external electric fields, Ee (V/nm) at 300 K. (T in K; P in atm; ρ in g/cm3; Epot, Eeef, Evdw,
Epam, and �Hvap are in kcal/mol).

Ee 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000 0.000 (Exp) 0.000 (MD)

T 298.72 298.85 298.83 299.60 299.55 298 298a,b,c,d; 373e,f

P − 85.09 21.57 195.60 88.23 156.48 1
ρ 0.959 0.950 0.970 0.967 0.976 0.944g; 0.949h 0.947a;0.943b;0.943c

Epot − 8.617 − 8.530 − 9.222 − 11.071 − 33.485 −10.612h −10.696a; −11.458 to −10.607b; −10.856e

Eeef 0 − 0.0004 − 0.0717 − 2.237 − 26.063
Evdw − 6.135 − 5.860 − 6.043 − 5.947 − 6.404 −6.955a; −9.106 to −6.740b; 5.473d

Epam − 11.542 − 11.752 − 11.811 − 11.745 − 11.819 −4.05d

�Hvap 11.60 11.68 11.59 11.48 12.61 11.10g; 11.36i; 12.00j 11.36a; 11.21c; 11.79d; 10.49e; 10.42f

aMD results are for a five-site OPLS in the NVE ensemble.10

bResults are for different six-site OPLS potentials in NPT and NVE ensembles.8
cResults are for OPLS-AA model in the NPT ensemble.20

dResults are for PIPF in the NPT ensemble.40

eMD results are for a five-site OPLS in the NPT ensemble.9
fResults are for PIPF in the NPT ensemble.41

gExperimental data are taken from Refs. 48.
hExperimental data are taken from Refs. 8.
iExperimental data are taken from Refs. 64.
jExperimental data are taken from Refs. 41.

maximum distribution density is found at θoe = 77.5◦ for
the external electric field of 1 V/nm. Considering the an-
gle between the molecule orientation and the dipole moment
(170.3◦) and by assuming molecule dipole moments tending
to be parallel with the direction of the external electric field,
it can be estimated that the angle with the maximum density
is 87.2◦. One could expect that θoe is 90◦ by supposing that
the dipole moments are parallel to the direction of the electric
field. However, when considering the intermolecular interac-
tion and the existence of molecules that are greatly angled to
the electric field direction, it is understood the nature of θoe

< 90◦. Therefore, the angle of 87.2◦ and the angle of 78.2◦

for the 0.1 V/nm electric field (calculated from the θoe with
the maximum density plus the angle of -DM–MA3) do have
physical meaning and quantitatively represent the effect of the
corresponding external electric fields.

In addition to the quantification of the molecule rotation
to the opposite direction of the electric field, the rotation of
neighboring molecules to each other is also characterized.
Figure 4 shows that the angles between the orientations of
neighboring molecules, with respect to the maximum proba-
bility, are 15.5◦ and 33.5◦ under 1 V/nm and 0.1 V/nm electric
fields, respectively. This confirms that, because of the inter-
molecular interactions, the most of dipole moments are non-
parallel to the electric field direction.

Under an external electric field the neighboring
molecules also rotate on their axes (MA3) to form a local
molecule order where most of the molecules are nearly paral-
lel, as demonstrated from the variation of the distribution den-
sity of dihedral angles shown in Fig. 4. The shift of the peak
from an angle close to 90◦ to an angle close to 0◦ indicates
a rotation from near-perpendicular to near-parallel configu-
rations. Note that the most neighboring molecules also face
approximately the same direction.

One may also expect the distribution of dipole moments
of the molecules in the liquid. However, the dipole moment
of each molecule changes, in both its magnitude and its direc-
tion, with not only the applied external electric field but also

the molecule polarization achieved based on the point dipole
moments at each polarizable atomic site of the molecule. Fur-
thermore, the polarization of each atom is dependent on its
neighbors and self-dependence. By taking all of the above
considerations into account, it can be anticipated that, com-
pared to the principal axes, the analysis of the liquid structure
based on the dipole moments would be very complex and not
immediately apparent.

C. Thermodynamic properties

The temperature, T, the pressure, P, and the density, ρ,
of the system, the mean potential energy of each molecule
in liquid phase, Epot, the energy due to the external electric
field, Eeef, the van der Waals, Evdw, and atomic multipoles,
Epam, to the total energy of each molecule were calculated for
different external electric fields, Ee (Table II). The van der
Waals (vdW) intramolecular, Evdw-intra, and vdW intermolec-
ular interaction, Evdw-inter, of each molecule in the box were
calculated and their average together with the minimum and
maximum values are given in Table III.

The heat of vaporization, �Hvap was calculated from the
total intermolecular potential energy of the liquid, Einter(l), the
intramolecular energies of the liquid, Eintra(l), and the gaseous
phase, Eintra(g), and the PV component by Eq. (1). Einter(l)
was computed over all the intermolecular energies at a cutoff
of 12.5 Å. Eintra(g) was determined by excluding the binding

TABLE III. Intra- and inter-molecular van der Waals energies (kcal/mol).

Ee (V/nm) 0.000 0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000

Evdw-inter Mean − 11.122 − 11.012 − 11.140 − 10.888 − 11.452
Min − 14.617 − 14.713 − 14.798 − 14.437 − 15.111
Max − 8.128 − 6.520 − 7.582 − 6.614 − 7.806

Evdw-intra Mean 4.987 5.153 5.098 4.940 5.048
Min 2.133 2.626 2.831 2.225 2.329
Max 7.954 7.862 8.775 7.836 9.267
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energy obtained by QM calculation at the MP2/aug-cc-pvtz
level63 from the AMOEBA energy of a gas phase dimer46:

�Hvap = Eintra(g) − Einter (l) − Eintra(l) + RT . (1)

The present MD results were first compared to the ex-
periments and MD results from OPLS and PIPF force fields
before analysing the effect of external electric field. The com-
parison was only performed for the liquid phase under normal
condition (Ee = 0), as there is no experimental and calculated
data for the influence of external electric field on the thermo-
dynamic properties of the liquid. Although the electric field
plays an essential role in the concerned processes, more at-
tentions have been paid to the process response and the effect
on the product properties, because of the difficulty in the ob-
servation of the thermodynamic properties of the liquid being
under an external electric field.

The comparison clearly indicates the strengths and weak-
nesses of the AMOEBA in describing the thermodynamics
of this liquid. When compared to the experimental data, it
slightly underestimates the potential energy of the DMF liq-
uid. This feature is also found after carefully analysing the
results of its application to other liquid amides and some
small molecules.46 It has been claimed that the overall per-
formance of the AMOEBA on the predicting properties of 30
small molecules is slightly better than traditional fixed charge
force fields.44 The comparison in the present work, however,
shows that the united-atom and all-atom OPLS models and
PIPF mode can produce a potential energy for DMF liquid
that is in good agreement with the experimental results and
some OPLS models give a better prediction on the density and
vaporization of this liquid. However, it should be kept in mind
that the results are, to certain extent, dependent on the size of
box and computational conditions used in the modelling and
this has been widely demonstrated.

Table II clearly shows the influence of external electric
field on the liquid properties. It becomes important when it is
up to 0.01 V/nm, at which the contribution of external electric
field to the total energy increases to 0.8% and an obvious in-
crease in density and decrease in the potential energy and va-
porization can be found. This is excellent agreement with the
pair correlation functions and the angle distribution densities.

It can be seen that the permanent atomic multipole com-
ponent (Epam) is the major contribution compared to that of
other components in all cases except the external electric field
of 1.0 V/nm. Specially, the ratio of Epam/Evdw is approximately
2. Considering this including the contribution of charges in
the AMOEBA force field, the ratio is first compared with
these from the OPLS8 and PIPF40 models. However, it is
found that, on the contrary, these models yield much lower
electrostatic energies (Eele) than van der Waals parts (Evdw),
in specific, the ratio (Eele/Evdw) is about 0.5 and 0.8 for most
OPLS models and PIPF, respectively. If considering that the
atomic multipole component (Epam) also includes the contri-
bution of the dipole and quadrupole moments of the atoms
that have high polarizabilities, this inconsistency is under-
standable. Furthermore, the AMOEBA, OPLS, and PIPF use
different functions for the pairwise additive van der Waals
interaction, the former adopts the buffered 14-7 functional
form,65 whereas the latter two use the Lennard-Jones 6–12

function. The difference in the results of the two functions
has been discussed.44

By comparing the atomic multipole energies from differ-
ent external electric field, it is clearly seen that the energy
increases with the strength of electric field. This is also at-
tributed to the change of dipole and quadrupole moments with
the external electric field.

The mean vdW energies over the system show a com-
plex effect of the external electric field. As shown in Figs. 4
and 5, the molecules in the liquid arrange in a wide range
of orientation. The external electric field influences not only
the intermolecular interaction but also the molecule structure
(Table III). The present QM calculations demonstrate the
change of the DMF structure with the applied external elec-
tric field. For examples, when the electric field is imposed
along the dipole moment of the molecule, the N–C bond de-
creases from 1.357 Å at 0 V/nm, 1.357 Å at 0.01 V/nm, 1.355
Å 0.1 at V/nm, to 1.333 Å at 1 V/nm; the C–O bond in-
creases from 1.223 Å, 1.224 Å, 1.226 Å, to 1.249 Å; the
C(cis)-N-C(trans) angle from 117.77◦, 117.76◦, 117.62◦, to
116.03◦; the N–C–O angle from 125.59◦, 125.61◦, 125.77◦,
to 1257.40◦ Therefore, when the changes of molecule struc-
ture and the local order of molecules are taken into account,
the complexity of the influence can be expected. Although
the mean values of Evdw-inter and Evdw-intra somewhat represent
this feature, the minimum and maximum values of both inter-
actions more clearly show the dependence of local molecule
interaction and atomic vdW interaction of specified molecules
on the external electric field.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

When an external electric field is applied to a molecu-
lar cluster and a condensed phase, it not only generates an
electrostatic force on each charged atom but also leads to
distortion of electron density, which in turn changes the lo-
cal electric field and then the electrostatic force on the points
that can feel the change. In the present study, we extend the
AMOEBA polarizable force field to include these interac-
tions. With this extended force field, the effect of externally
applied uniform electric fields with different strengths on the
structure of liquid N,N-dimethylformamide has been studied
through NPT molecular dynamics simulations performed on
a high-performance computing (HPC) system. The molecu-
lar polarization, intermolecular interaction, local molecule or-
der, and energies as well as the thermodynamic and structural
properties of the liquid in response to the external electric
field were analysed and compared with experimental results
and other molecular dynamics simulations with united-atom
and all-atom OPLS and PIPF force fields. Quantum mechan-
ics calculations at B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) and MP2/aug-cc-pvtz
levels were also performed to evaluate the molecular dynam-
ics simulation.

The results of the simulations for a wide range of external
electric field strengths (from 0 V/nm to 1 V/nm) show that the
external electric fields of higher than 0.01 V/nm have a signifi-
cant effect on the structure of liquid N,N-dimethylformamide.
It is mainly represented by the peripheral intermolecular inter-
actions in the liquid, i.e., the weakening of O–O, O–C, O–H,
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and C–C interactions and the enhancement of O–C(cis) and
O–H(trans and cis) interactions. The effect is first attributed
to the rotation of the molecules with an angle of about 10◦

with respect to the direction of applied external electric field.
Under a uniform external electric field, in addition to the ro-
tation to the electric field, a major response of liquid phase
is the motion of molecules tending to form a local structure
where molecules are near-parallel to one another. Neverthe-
less, the distances between the molecule centers and between
the methyl groups of a molecule to other molecule centers
are not considerably changed under the external electric fields
of less than 0.1 V/nm. The molecules would be well aligned
when a uniform electric field of more than 1 V/nm is ap-
plied. The relative orientation and alignment of neighboring
molecules are very sensitive to the electric field strength, and
they can be well represented by the distribution densities of
the molecule orientations, the dihedral angles and the orien-
tational angles between molecules and their neighbors, which
are defined in this paper.

The external electric field induces minor geometrical de-
formations in the molecule, in specific, the N–C and C–O
bonds and the C(cis)–N–C(trans) and N–C–O angles. The
dipole moments of the molecules in the liquid phase greatly
depend on their position and surrounding environment and
vary in a wide range, even though at a high external elec-
tric field (more than 0.1 V/nm) at which the influence on the
molecule polarization is great, for instance, the mean dipole
moment is increased about 10% and 20% by 0.1 V/nm and
1 V/nm external electric fields, respectively. Owing to the
molecules in the liquid phase have different orientations with
respect to the direction of the uniform external electric field,
the influence of the electric field on the intermolecular inter-
action for the entire liquid phase is very complex. The weak
hydrogen bonds, H–C=O· · ·H–C=O, are eliminated to a cer-
tain degree corresponding with the strength of the external
electric field, while the interaction between the oxygen with
the hydrogen of methyl group (H–C=O· · ·H3C) are slightly
enhanced.
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